HOW TO WRITE A SUMMARY REPORT FOR A PROJECT
Writing a Good Project Summary Report (+ Free Download). A project summary report contains a brief discussion of the
progress of a project during the reporting .

Plan for the Future. Active risks during a particular period must also be included in the project status report.
Specific details belong to other types of project report. Process Discuss what departments are involved, how
they participate, what their contributions areâ€”and how long it takes for completion. Also include how they
responded to each question and briefly discuss which items received great responses from the participants and
which ones got few answers. Executive Project Report An Executive Project Report should include what the
team is doing at the time of the report, the most tangible result or output so far, the major risks associated with
the project, and what the executive can do for the project e. Make it as objective as possible There is a clear
distinction between facts and opinions. One way to do this is through the use of bullet points to convey the
message of the report. Be straight to the point It is a skill to be able to provide a complete and comprehensive
project status report in just a few words. Give an account on which items on the communication management
plan worked well and which ones need to be improved. Most types of reports contain common sections such
as an abstract, or background of the project, which explains what the project is and its purpose, and a final
summary of the entire project. Also note if the team was given the proper training to handle the project
effectively. Download Tips in Making a Project Summary Always make sure that your project summary is
well-defined. An executive summary, on the other hand, is composed of different sections discussing almost
every significant aspect of an undertaking. Briefly discuss the purpose of the projectâ€”whether it is to launch
a new campaign, develop a new policy, conduct a survey or research, or test a product, etc. Through regular
project reports, these risks are monitored, and the team can identify ways to handle them. Also, highlight how
the team can resolve and address such issues. Overall Project Duration State how long it took for the
completion of the entire project, including the start and end dates. Schedule Variance Narrate the difference
between the projected duration of the project and the actual time it took for the project to be completed. The
explanations for Key Variances Include an explanation for the occurrence of the variations and quantify how
much each difference accounts for the total, in days or as a percentage. This means that it is important for the
writer of the report to capture the essence of the entire project in a just few sentences without losing its value.
Make it objective by eliminating all parts which are not based on facts and real events. In the minds of
management, a project is just as good as how it was in a project summary report. As much as possible, observe
uniformity by using the same terms and concepts used in other reports. Feedback Summarize essential
feedback collected. Communication Management Plan Describe how the communication management plan
was implemented and if it was delivered as expected. Benefits Realized It is worthwhile to discuss which
among the expected advantages of the plans were realized at the time the project closure report is written.
Ensure that the report is evidence-based and is supported by data A credible and extensive project report is
underpinned by a significant amount of data, whether it is about the performance of the team or a
comprehensive report about the project results. Also, caution must be observed in using technical terms and
concepts, as the readers of the report might not be familiar with them. What is the recommended course of
action, if any? Recommendations Briefly, explain how the findings and results will be translated into actual
policy or strategy. Clearly define your objectives, aims, goals, and other details that can make the project
proposal more outstanding. It is measured through the following: Total Number of Changes Provide details on
how many changes were requested and how many were approved and implemented. Here are some points to
take note: Concentrate on the most important details A project manager may be proud about developments on
the project he is handling and be over-enthusiastic when reporting them. The report becomes subjective if it
reflects personal opinions of the writer. He must take into consideration the level of familiarity with the
management and other stakeholders with the project.

